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Life Beyond Earth











When I close my eyes
I can see the black ocean deep insight

And to the dazzling light, I'm charmed by twinkling Black Skies.
To my surprise! How far I go, there's never ending Map of my

gaze And I can't just reach out this phase.
Searching for the nicer place

I find floating, in no air out of gravity
And this is called as Outer Space.

We looked at space and always wonder,
our grandparents in those twinkling stars.

We grew knowing that
The Moon was called as our 'Uncle'

We have been fascinated by 'Shooting stars!
And those were Meteors we now know that network

connectivity is bright And that's all to satellite.
we have been talking about the cosmic space in

different ways
But we're still searching about what it really says.



Round and Round the Milky way Let's travel in my car. I
wonder to take the planet with me But they are very very
far away. Then I thought of offering the stars Byr they

were too bright they couldn't come at all.

Then I thought of offering the rocks between the orbits of
Jupitar and Mars. But what were they called I wondered

at all,

I came back home as I couldn't go any further The journey
in this cosmic space is a long way!

Going beyond the galaxy
black space is all I see

the stars are so far away
shining bright in the night.

Looking above the clouds, to see what's in stare from Milky way to
Andromeda And Crab nebula so far in this universe Floating in this
emptiness, around the sun we race, Floating in this black void, this

place we call as outer space. I see the dark hole staring at me
blankly

Twenty thousand Light years across
the galaxy

Everywhere you turn,
there's is always much more so much to discover,

with an infinity to explore
This whole space is an unsolved That no one can explain certainly.

mystery
That no one can explain certainly.






























